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Abstract. {log} is a Constraint Logic Programming language implementing a general theory of sets. As such it can determine the satisfiability of a large family of set formulas. Z/EVES is a proof assistant
specifically tailored for the Z notation. In turn, the Z notation is based
on a theory of sets. Hence, Z/EVES provides many facilities to prove
theorems about set theory. We have observed that there are some such
theorems that Z/EVES fails to prove automatically, while {log} is able to
do it. Therefore, in this paper we propose to implement a new Z/EVES
proof command by calling {log} after translating the goal to its input
language. In this way it will be possible to prove many theorems automatically from Z/EVES.
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Introduction

Interactive theorem proving is a difficult task. In general, it is more difficult than
proving theorems by hand but, unless there are bugs in the provers, the proofs
should not contain any mistake. Sometimes, this kind of proofs is needed in the
software industry because developers must be certain of the absence of errors
in their product,s as much as possible. Then, the more proofs automatically
discharged, the better.
Several formal specification notations use sets as a key mathematical structure [27, 1, 18, 17, 20]. Many real-world entities are best represented as sets because repetitions of their elements and whether they are sorted in some way or
not is irrelevant. Since specifications must describe only those properties that
are interesting at some level of abstraction, sets must be used when the entity
to be modeled is essentially a set (at that level of abstraction).
Sets can be manipulated, e.g. to prove theorems about sets, through generalpurpose tools, such as the Coq proof assistant [6], the Z3 SMT solver [22], or
Isabelle/HOL [23]. Alternatively, one can exploit tools specifically tailored to formal notations based on set theory, such as Z/EVES [26] for Z and Atelier B [4] for
B. Tools for dealing with sets have been devised also by the constraint programming (CP) community, basically in the form of Set Constraint Solvers (SCS).
SCS, however, usually put emphasis in efficiency rather than in completeness.

Therefore, many SCS are efficient in finding solutions for a relatively small class
of formulas. For example, SCS a’la Gervet [15] support a quite restricted class of
sets: those where all of their elements are integer constants. There are, however,
SCS that support a very general theory of sets. Two good examples in the area
of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) are {log} (pronounced ‘setlog’) [11, 24]
and ProB [21]. In particular, {log} presents some features that bring it closer to
an automatic theorem prover or a SMT solver (for a set theory). In effect, it can
determine the satisfiability of a large class of set formulas making it possible to
prove that some formula is a theorem (when its negation is unsatisfiable).
The Test Template Framework (TTF) [28, 7] is a model-based testing method
for the Z notation [27]. When the TTF is applied to a Z specification it generates a good number of unsatisfiable test specifications. Each test specification
is defined by a Z set predicate. Then, to determine that a test specification is
unsatisfiable means to decide whether a set predicate is unsatisfiable or not. In a
previous paper we proposed a simple method to find unsatisfiable test specifications generated by the TTF [8]. This method requires from the user to introduce
so-called elimination theorems. Each elimination theorem is a parametrized unsatisfiable set predicate. In order to be sure that each elimination theorem is
indeed unsatisfiable we used the Z/EVES system to prove that. This meant to
prove 85 (rather simple) theorems about set theory and integers. Thirty three of
these theorems needed non trivial proofs (in the sense that Z/EVES most powerful proof command was not enough). Maybe surprisingly, we observed that 28
of these 33 theorems are automatically proved by {log}.
This fact suggests that {log} can be a good complement to Z/EVES because
it can augment the class of theorems that can be automatically proved. In this
paper we show some of these theorems. We also propose a new Z/EVES proof
command based on translating the goal to {log}, invoke it and wait for its answer.
The paper is structured as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we briefly introduce
Z/EVES and {log}, respectively. Then, in Sect. 4 we present a motivating example consisting of a typical unsatisfiable test specification generated by the TTF,
the theorem that should be proved by Z/EVES to eliminate it, and how the
corresponding {log} goal is found unsatisfiable. In Sect. 5 we show examples of
the theorems that are automatically proved by each tool and those that are not
automatically proved by at least one of them. How we plan to implement a new
Z/EVES proof command by calling {log} is described in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect.
7 we present our conclusions.
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Brief Introduction to Z/EVES

The Z notation is a widely know formal specification language based on firstorder logic with equality and the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (ZFC) [27]. One
of the key components of Z is called the Z mathematical toolkit (ZMT) [27,
chapter 4]. The ZMT is a collection of definitions and laws verified by the various
mathematical operators used in the notation. It includes sets, binary relations,
partial functions, sequences, integer numbers and bags.

The Z/EVES system [26, 13] is a proof assistant for the Z notation. It was
developed on top of the EVES system [19] which, as Z itself, is based on firstorder predicate logic and ZFC. Laws in the ZMT were turned into theorems
in Z/EVES [25]. Z/EVES provides a “linear” proof style—that is, each proof
command transforms the current goal into an equivalent one. A proof finishes
when the goal becomes true. Proof commands range from simple transformations
of some predicate to heuristically-defined proof strategies. The idea behind this
range of proof commands is to allow users to have full control of the proof while
giving them the chance to automate large parts of it. The three main automatic
proof strategies are described below.
Simplification. The tool implements a decision procedure for quantifier-free linear arithmetic and for equality. The simplifier also implements the one-point rule
and removes quantified variables of formulas in prenex normal form. The simplifier can be extended by adding forward chaining rules and assumption rules
to the ZMT.
Rewriting. If a theorem in the ZMT is labeled as an enabled rewrite rule, it
is used automatically during rewriting. A rewrite rule must have a conclusion
that is either an equality or an equivalence. There are around 500 rewriting
rules in the ZMT and users can add their own. Many times these rules allow
users to prove rather complex theorems in a few steps, but sometimes proofs end
in unexpected goals that may be hard to prove. In these cases, rewriting rules
must be manually applied by the user. For these reason, rewriting rules can be
enabled or disabled for automatic application. Z/EVES designers have gone into
great troubles to find an adequate balance between proof automation (i.e. more
enabled rules) and proofs going awry (i.e. too many enabled rules).
Reduction. This strategy applies simplification and rewriting after schema expansion. This last feature is Z-specific given that schemas are the basic modularization construction of the Z notation. In Z, schemas can be combined in complex
schema expressions with the aim to compose simpler ones. Hence, when a proof
involving such an expression is attempted, reduction replaces the names of the
schemas for their contents, thus generating a large predicate.
Regarding user-directed proof commands, the tool offers equality substitution, invocation of theorems, application of rewriting rules to specific parts of
the goal, proof by cases, and so forth.
Example 1. Basically, there are two classes of theorems to be proved with Z/EVES:
a) theorems about mathematics, particularly about set theory; and b) theorems
about properties of Z specifications (for instance, state invariants). Since this
paper deals with the first class, we give as an example such a theorem. Thus,
the following is a typical Z/EVES theorem about set theory:
theorem PfunDomEmpty [X , Y ]
∀R : X →
7 Y • dom R = {} ⇒ R = {}

In this case none of the three automatic strategies works because in Z/EVES
set equality can only be proved extensionally, which is a disabled rewriting rule.
Furthermore, the definition of ‘dom’ is also needed during the proof, but this is
another disabled rule. Therefore, the first step is to apply the definition of ‘dom’:
apply domDefinition;
domDefinition has a precondition asking the operand of ‘dom’ to be a binary
relation. Then, a simplify command checks the precondition (in this case it is
an hypothesis) and finishes the application of the rule. Now we have two set
equalities (dom R = {} in the hypothesis and R = {} in the conclusion) so we
apply extensionality:
apply extensionality;
As expected the rule introduces two universal quantifications that can be eliminated by the rewrite command (which performs repeated rewriting and simplification on the current goal):
prove by rewrite;
These first four commands can be packed up in a single one:
with enabled (domDefinition, extensionality) prove by rewrite;
In fact, in either way, this command is able to discharge all the subgoals but the
following:
R∈X →
7 Y
∧ ¬ (∃ a : {b : X ; y : Y | (b, y) ∈ R • b} • true)
⇒¬x ∈R
In order to prove this goal we need to expand the expression X →
7 Y , a couple
of instantiations and rewriting rules. The full proof script is the following one:
proof[PfunDomEmpty]
with enabled (domDefinition, extensionality) prove by rewrite;
invoke X →
7 Y;
prove by rewrite;
invoke X ↔ Y ;
apply inPower ;
instantiate e == x ;
split x ∈ R;
simplify;
instantiate x 1 == x .1;
prove by rewrite;
instantiate y == x .2;
apply inCross2;
prove by rewrite;

As the example shows, a relatively simple property of partial functions needs
a non trivial proof. We will come back to this example in Sect. 4.
From now on, we will say that Z/EVES automatically proves a theorem if
it does that with the proof by rewrite command— because, in general, it is the
most powerful command for theorems about set theory.
Sets are at the core of Z/EVES. For instance, according to the Z/EVES mathematical toolkit [25], powersets, cross products, singletons, set membership, set
union, set comprehensions, and partial and total functions spaces are all predefined in Z/EVES—that is, they are not defined on top of other mathematical
structures. In particular, functions, as in Z, are sets of ordered pairs—i.e. they
are not first-class entities as in many tools such as Coq and Isabelle/HOL.
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Brief Introduction to {log}

{log} [11, 24] is a Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) language implementing
hereditarily finite sets—i.e., finitely nested sets that are finite at each level of
nesting. As a CLP language and tool it can solve the satisfiability of a large
class of set formulas. If it finds that a particular formula is satisfiable it can
compute, one after the other, all of its solutions; if it finds the formula is unsatisfiable it simply returns ‘no’. {log} is based on the theory of set unification
[12]. Given that variables can occur within a set, representing either elements or
sets, solving set equations means solving a set unification problem. Informally,
the set unification problem is the problem of computing a binding of values to
the variables occurring in two sets which makes them to denote the same set.
{log} supports all the classic set operators and allows users to define new data
structures and operators. For example, partial functions can be represented as
sets of ordered pairs. However, recently we have extended the core language to
partial functions as we noted that a) they can be easily added, and b) the solver
becomes more effective and efficient for goals including them4 .
Example 2. The theorem presented in Example 1 can be encoded in {log} as
follows (implication has to be encoded as disjunction):
dom(R, D) &(D neq {} or R = {})
where dom(R, D) means that D is the domain of R; D neq {} means ¬ D = {};
& means conjunction; and or , disjunction. Note that we avoid certain typing
information (i.e. R ∈ X →
7 Y ) because {log} automatically adds what is really
necessary (i.e. the fact that R is partial function between any two sets and that
its domain is a set). When this goal is executed on the interpreter, it returns
R = {}, D = {}.
However, perhaps a more interesting goal is the following:
dom(R, D) & D neq {} & R = {}
4

See the paper “Adding Partial Functions to Constraint Logic Programming with
Sets” by Cristiá and Rossi also accepted in this workshop.

in which case {log} simply (and immediately) returns ‘no’, hence the goal is
certainly unsatisfiable. And even this one:
dom(R, D) & D = {} & R neq {}
for which the answer is the same.
If the current version of {log} answers ‘no’ for a goal containing partial
functions then the formula is unsatisfiable; if it answers ‘yes’, along with an
irreducible constraint C , then the validity of the answer depends on the contents of C . If C does not contain any primitive constraints for partial function
management (namely, constraints dom, ran, comp and pfun) then it is surely
satisfiable. Otherwise, to be sure that C is satisfiable one should add some form
of variable labeling which forces unbound variables ranging on integers, as well
as unbound variables ranging on partial functions, to get values from their domains. Of course this labeling process may cause the computation to become
excessively long and to terminate with a time-out, in which case we are not able
to get any precise answer on the satisfiability of C .
In a previous paper [10] we have shown how Z predicates can be translated
into {log} goals (the detailed translation rules are given in a technical report
available on-line [9]). Given that Z is based on ZFC most of the translation rules
are trivial because ZFC is one of the set theories that can be encoded in {log}.
This translation turned {log} into an efficient and effective test case generator
for Fastest, a tool implementing the TTF. This translation also implies that,
in principle, it would be possible to use {log} to prove Z/EVES theorems for
which non-trivial proofs are necessary.
Example 3. This example is included for those readers unfamiliar with {log} because we introduce some of its basic features by means of simple formulas. This
presentation is intended to be informal; all the formal details can be found elsewhere [11, 24]. These features are needed to understand some formulas presented
in coming sections, although most of them have an obvious meaning.
Set terms in {log} are either {}, i.e. the empty set, or {X | s} which is
interpreted as {X } ∪ s where s must be another set term. Instead of writing, for
instance, {1 | {2 | {}}} it is admitted the simpler form {1, 2}.
The following are the {log} set operators used in this paper: x in A means
x ∈ A; A neq B means ¬ A = B for any two terms; un(A, B , C ) means C = A∪B ;
subset(A, B ) means A ⊆ B ; ssubset(A, B ) means A ⊂ B ; inters(A, B , C ) means
C = A ∩ B ; disj(A, B ) means A ∩ B = ∅; and dres(A, R, S ) means S = A C R,
where C is the domain restriction of a binary relation to a set (i.e. if R ∈ X ↔ Y
and A ∈ P X , then A C R = {x : A | ∃ y ∈ Y : (x , y) ∈ R}).
In {log} ordered pairs can be written as lists of two elements. Then, if (a, b)
is an ordered pair it becomes [a, b] in {log}.
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Motivating Example

As we have pointed out in the introduction, when the TTF is applied to Z
operations it tends to generate many unsatisfiable test specifications. This is

so because test specifications are automatically generated by applying testing
tactics, which are general forms for input domain partition. Each testing tactic
conjoins an atomic predicate to the pre-condition of a Z operation thus introducing potential contradictions. Unsatisfiable test specifications must be eliminated
because no test case can be derived from them. Eliminating such test specifications implies to be able to decide whether a first-order predicate over set theory
(and integers) is satisfiable or not.
Example 4. A typical unsatisfiable test specification generated by the TTF is
the following:
TS ==
[st : SYM →
7 VAL; s? : SYM | s? ∈
/ dom st ∧ st 6= {} ∧ dom st ⊂ {s?}]
where SYM and VAL are two uninterpreted sorts (given sets, in Z terminology).
The conjunction st 6= {} ∧ dom st ⊂ {s?} makes the test specification unsatisfiable because dom st ⊂ {s?} implies dom st = {}, which contradicts the fact that
st 6= {} (cf. theorem PfunDomEmpty in Example 1).
Therefore, in order to decide whether TS is satisfiable or not, one option is
to attempt to prove the following Z/EVES theorem:
theorem satTS
∀ st : SYM →
7 VAL; s? : SYM •
¬ (s? ∈
/ dom st ∧ st 6= {} ∧ dom st ⊂ {s?})
If satTS is a theorem then TS (satTS’s negation) is unsatisfiable. Nevertheless,
proving satTS entails to prove ¬ st = {} ⇒ ¬ dom st = {}, which is essentially
theorem PfunDomEmpty, and it cannot be automatically proved with Z/EVES.
Another option would be to translate TS into {log} as5 :
dom(st, D) & s? nin D & st neq {} & ssubset(D, {s?})
which is immediately found unsatisfiable by {log}. Even more, if a goal is satisfiable chances are that {log} finds a solution for it—which becomes a test case.
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{log} as a Theorem Prover for Set Theory

It is fair to ask what if PfunDomEmpty is added to Z/EVES as an enabled
rewrite rule, thus incrementing the chances for it to automatically prove satTS.
The problems with this approach are that a) we do not know in advance all
the predicates that might make a test specification unsatisfiable; and b) there
is no guarantee that Z/EVES will automatically find all the unsatisfiable test
5

In order to keep a more understandable relation between the two representations
we use the same variable names in both; in practice, however, variables in {log}
formulas should be renamed according to the Prolog rules.

specifications as we explained when the rewriting strategy was introduced in
Sect. 2.
During the course of our investigation about the TTF as a model-based
testing method, we detected 85 predicates that make TTF test specifications
to be unsatisfiable. Of these, 33 cannot be automatically proved by Z/EVES
although {log} automatically proves 28 of them. On the other hand, {log} was
able to automatically prove 46 of the 48 theorems automatically proved with
Z/EVES.
Here we present some of them to give an idea of the kind of theorems we are
talking about. From now on, ‘proved’ means ‘automatically proved’ unless
stated differently.
Theorems proved by Z/EVES and not by {log}. As we have said above, Z/EVES
proves only two theorems that {log} does not. These are the following:
theorem Minus1
∀ n, m, k : N • ¬ (n < m ∧ k < n − m)
theorem Minus2
∀ n, m, k : N • ¬ (n < m ∧ k ≤ n − m)
which, as can be seen, are theorems about arithmetic rather than set theory. Although {log} handles goals including arithmetic constraints, it does it by resting
on CLP(FD) [5] which is an incomplete solver, unless a finite domain is provided for all integer variables and labeling is forced for all of them. Using, for
instance, CLP(Q,R) [16] as the arithmetic solver for {log} would probably make
it to prove these two theorems.
Theorems proved by Z/EVES and {log}. There are 46 theorems proved by both
tools. One among the most interesting is the following one:
theorem DresEmpty [X , Y ]
∀A : PX; R : X →
7 Y • ¬ (A = {} ∧ A C R 6= {})
which shows that the domain restriction (C) of a binary relation to a set cannot
be nonempty if the set is empty. Z/EVES proves it by substituting A by {}
and then automatically applying a rewrite rule called nullDres. In turn, {log}
proves it by rewriting dres(A, R, S ) to the conjunction of primitive constraints
dom(R, DR) & inters(A, DR, I ) & subset(S , R) & dom(S , I ) and from this, by applying the substitution A = {}, it easily obtains that R = {} which contradicts
R 6= {}.
Another theorem that is worth to be shown is the following:
theorem CapDomTotalFunctions [X , Y ]
∀ f : X → Y ; a : X ; b : Y • ¬ (dom f ∩ dom{a 7→ b} = {})

which states that the domain of a total function coincides with the domain of
definition. Z/EVES proves it by reducing dom{a 7→ b} to {a}, then dom f ∩ {a}
is rewritten to a ∈ dom f by capUnit, and finally domFunction is applied.
CapDomTotalFunctions is written in {log} as:
dom(f , X ) & a in X & dom({[a, b]}, DS ) & inters(X , DS , {})
where DS is a new unbound variable. When this goal is executed, {log} finds
it unsatisfiable in a similar fashion: dom({[a, b]}, DS ) is rewritten to DS = {a},
while the constraint dom(f , X ) & a in X is rewritten to f = {[a, Y ] | R} & X =
{a | A} & dom(R, A), where Y , R, and A are new unbound variables. Then, by
applying substitution on DS and X in inters(X , DS , {}), we get the constraint
inters({a | A}, {a}, {}) which is immediately proved to be false.
Theorems proved by {log} and not by Z/EVES. Perhaps one of the most surprising theorems that Z/EVES is not able to prove is the following:
theorem CapSubsetEmpty [X ]
∀ A, B : P X • ¬ (¬ A = {} ∧ A ∩ B = {} ∧ A ⊂ B )
which is translated into {log} as
A neq {} & inters(A, B , {}) & ssubset(A, B )
which is immediately proved to be unsatisfiable by rewriting inters(A, B , {}) to
disj(A, B ); ssubset(A, B ) to un(A, B , B ) & A neq B ; and, using a rule that
relate un and neq , constraining A in un to be the empty set.
A more complex theorem that {log} proves while Z/EVES does not is:
theorem DresSubsetEqual [X , Y ]
∀A : PX; R : X →
7 Y • ¬ (¬ R = {} ∧ A = dom R ∧ R ⊂ A C R)
which is translated into {log} as:
R neq {} & dom(R, A) & dres(A, R, D) & ssubset(R, D)
In this case {log} basically rewrites dres(A, R, D) as:
dom(R, DR) & dom(D, DD) & inters(A, DR, DD) & subset(D, R)
where DR and DD are new variables. Then it applies several inference rules until
it finds an obvious contradiction.
Theorems not proved by neither. There are only five theorems in this category.
The following one is interesting because it is similar to the previous one but
{log} fails to find the contradiction.
theorem DresSubsetEqual2 [X , Y ]
∀A : PX; R : X →
7 Y • ¬ (¬ R = {} ∧ A = dom R ∧ A C R ⊂ R)

There are three theorems in this category that involve lists for which {log}
provides limited support resting most of the times on the standard Prolog facilities for lists—i.e. so far lists are not in the core of {log} nor they are expressed
as sets of ordered pairs. Furthermore, two of these involve intensional sets whose
treatment is outside of the class of problems for which {log} provides a complete
solver.
If the current version of {log} is provided with a goal including constraints
on partial functions we can only trust its ‘no’ answers—and some of its ‘yes’.
This means that, in general and in this context, {log} can be directly exploited
as a prover for invalid formulas. So far we have used the power of {log} to find
unsatisfiable set predicates in order to eliminate unsatisfiable test specifications
of a model-based testing method [10].
However, we think that {log} can help Z/EVES users because many proof
steps require to prove a contradiction among the hypothesis. And sometimes, as
we have seen, even quite evident contradictions require non trivial proofs. So, if
a Z/EVES user sees such a contradiction in the hypothesis of a goal, (s)he can
send it to {log} (after a suitable translation) and if it returns ‘no’ then (s)he
can be sure that the goal is true. Thus, {log} may reduce the number of proofs
that need complex user directions. Note that, in this situation, the tool would
translate into {log} the predicates as they are, i.e. taking the Z/EVES encoding
of predicates used either by the user or produced by Z/EVES itself.
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Calling {log} from Z/EVES

Maybe the major drawback of Z/EVES is that it is a project no longer active,
although it is still used in many universities across the world. Its source code is
not available neither. On the upside it is one of a handful of theorem provers
for the Z notation—we can only mention two more: HOL-Z [3] and ProofPowerHOL [2], both of them with little activity in recent years and perhaps smaller
user communities. For this reason we consider that it is worth to hack Z/EVES
in order to try to extend or improve it. Hence, the mechanism we propose here,
while far from the best, it is thought to make it work.
Z/EVES is a server program that uses the standard input and output streams
to communicate with its environment. Then, it is rather easy to wrap it in
the sense of the Decorator or Wrapper design pattern [14]. Let the set of user
commands defined by Z/EVES be its input interface (I), and the information
printed on standard output as a result of their execution, its output interface
(O). Let {Z/EVES} be a program with input interface I ∪ {prove by setlog},
output interface O ∪ {prove by setlog gives... true} and that behaves as
follows6 :
– It keeps track of three global lists of goals (as Z/EVES does): the proved
goals, the untried goals, and the unfinished goals;
6

We only describe the main behavior. Other interactions, such as discarding some
proof steps (cf. the back command) behave in a similar way.

– If Z/EVES puts a goal in the proved or untried goals lists or removes a goal
from the unfinished list, then so {Z/EVES} does;
– It keeps track of the list of subgoals of the current goal (these are the goals
generated by a cases command);
– If the user issues a command in I \{print status}, it delegates its execution
in Z/EVES and prints on standard output all the information received from
Z/EVES;
– If the user issues print status, then {Z/EVES} calls Z/EVES but updates
the lists according to the rules given here;
– If the user issues prove by setlog, then {Z/EVES} translates the hypothesis of the current goal into {log} according to the rules defined in [10] and
sends it to {log}. If {log} answers ‘no’, then:
• {Z/EVES} prints on standard output prove by setlog gives... true;
• If the current goal is the only one in the list of subgoals, then the proof
is finished, and the theorem is added to the list of proved goals;
• If the subgoal list has more than one element, then the current subgoal
is removed from that list.
If the answer is other than ‘no’, then {Z/EVES} prints on standard output
Command had no effect (i.e. Z/EVES’ standard error message).
In summary, {Z/EVES} gives to the user the right impression about the state
of proofs and theorems, uses Z/EVES for all the proof commands, and adds its
own behavior for the new command, all with a minimal implementation. This
design may be a good choice for other extensions or improvements of Z/EVES.
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Conclusions

We have shown that {log} automatically proves theorems about set theory that
cannot be automatically proved by Z/EVES. This observation makes us to think
that {log} can be a good complement for Z/EVES. We have shown how {log}
can be called from Z/EVES. This integration would make Z/EVES to automatically prove more theorems, thus improving its productivity. We believe that
{log} is able to automatically prove these theorems because it is built on top of
set theory rather than in taking sets as uninterpreted terms and reason about
them with standard logical procedures. Thus, for instance, equality between set
terms is not “syntactic equality” between uninterpreted terms, but “semantic
equality” between set terms (i.e. equality modulo set theory). Conversely, if sets
are represented as uninterpreted terms, predicates dealing with them must try
to incorporate themselves the semantic properties of sets. This approach can
lead to unsatisfactory behavior such as infinite computations.
The next question we would like to investigate is whether the observation
made in this paper is true of other proof assistants. In particular, we would like
to compare {log} with the automatic proof procedures implemented in Atelier-B
and Isabelle/HOL because these are powerful, industrial-strength tools where
theorems about set theory are among their main objectives. A fair comparison
would not only include the number of theorems automatically proved by each

tool but also the number of proof rules included by each of them. In this sense
and in the context of this paper, {log} not only proved more theorems than
Z/EVES but does it implementing no more than 100 rules (including those for
plain sets and those for partial functions) while Z/EVES includes around 500.
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